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New probabilistic algorithms are presented for factoring univariate polynomials over finite fields. The algorithms factor a polynomial of de reen over afinite field of constant cardi-#8,5 nality in time O(n ). Previous algorithms required time @(n2+0(1)). Thenew algorithms rely on fast matrix multiplacation techniques.
More generally, to factor a polynomial of degree noverthe finite field F~with q elements, the algo-1 Sl.510gqJ~ithmetic operations in J?9. rithms use O(n The new "baby step/giant step" techniques used in our algorithms also yield new fast practical algorithms at superquadratic asymptotic running time, and subquadratic-time methods for manipulating normal bases of finite fields.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we present a new probabilistic approach for factoring univariate polynomials over finite fields. The resulting algorithms factor a polynomial of degree n over a finite field Fq whose cardinality q is const ant in time O(nl 815 ).
The best previous algorithms required time @(n2+"tl) ).
This running-time bound relies on fast matrix multiplication algorithms.
Let u be an exponent of matrix multiplication; that is, u is chosen so that we can multiply two n x n matrices using O(nW ) arithmetic operations (we assume that 2< w~3). Using the result of Coppersmith & Winograd (1990) , we can take w <2.375477. Permission to copy without fee all or parl of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and ifs date appear, and notice is given that copyin is by permission of the Association of Computing Machinery. o cop otherwise, or to republish, requires 0 a fee andfor spec ICpermission. STOC' 95, Las Vegas, Nevada, USA G 1995 ACM 0-89791 -718-9/95/0005..$3 .50
RELATION TO PREVIOUS WORK
The first random polynomial-time algorithm for this problem is due to Berlekamp (1970 Notice that at~= O, the running-time of our algorithm matches that of Berlekamp's, and at @ = 1 it matches that of Cantor/Zassenhaus, so that in some sense it interpolates between these two algorithms.
When log q is not too large in relation to n, then our new algorithm is asymptotically faster than previous algorithms. This is certainly clear if q is a constant and w <3. Also, for u <2.375477, as n and q tend to infinity with log q < n0454, our new algorithm uses O (nz -'( 1)) operations in Fq, whereas the best previous algorithms require @(n2+0(1) ) operations.
OVERVIEW
Our Theorem 1 is proved using the Cantor/ Zassenhaus strategy.
The main technical contribution here is a sub-quadratic distinct-degree factorization algorithm, which is based on a "baby step/giant step" strategy. Proof. Assume without loss of generality that i > j. Then @' _zq~= ($9*-J -z)q~, and the result follows at once from the factorization of Xqk -z, which consists (of all irreducible factors whose degree is a divisor of k (see Lidl & Niederreiter 1983, Theorem 3.20) . u
We first present a high-level description of our distinctdegree factorization algorithm. Step D2 (compute giant steps) Let m = [n/211. For
Step D3 (compute interval polynomials) For 1~jm , compute lj =~ (H, -h,) mod f e Fq[z] .
O<i<l
Note that by Lemma 1, the polynomial 17 is divisible by those irreducible factors of~whose degree divides an integer k with (' -1)1 < k~jl.
Step D4 (compute coarse DDF) In tlhis step, we compute polynomials F1, . . ., F~, wherẽ
This is done as follows.
f* e f; forj+-l tomdo {Fj i-gcd(f*,l,); f* + f*/Fj }
Step D5 (compute fine DDF) In this step, we compute
O(nl+w ) operations in F,, using standard "Chinese remaindering" techniques (Aho et al. 1974) 
Proof. This is essentially Algorithm 2.1 in Brent & Kung (1978) . u
We now move Theorem 2.
Step D1~s performed by iterating the standard repeatedsquaring algorithm 1 times. This takes O(n 1+6+0(1) log~) operations in F~.
Step D2 is performed by setting ffl = hl, and then iterating the algorithm of Lemma 2, computing each 11~as
Step D3 is performed as follows. Let R be the ring In
Step D4, we need to compute O(m) GCD'S and divisions, requiring O(n 2-6+0(1)) operations in F,.
To implement
Step 
O<J <n./t where the g,,J's are polynomials of degree less than t. We first compute the polynomials h(') = h' mod f for O s i < t.
Next, we compute all of the polynomials g,,j (h) mod f by computing the following product of an n x t matrix and a t x (k [n/tl ) matrix:
Here, we use the notation~to denote the column vector consisting of the coefficients of a polynomial. This computation is done by performing O(a) mult iplicat ions of t x t matrices.
Finally, we compute for 1~i < k the polynomial
by substituting the polynomial h(t) for y in the formula (1), and performing a Homer evaluation scheme. This is done by iteratively performing [n/tl -1 polynomial multiplications mod f and O(n/t) polynomial additions.
It is easily seen that the dominant cost is again the matrix multiplication step, which can be carried out using the stated number of operations. u
We remark that when k = 1, the algorithm in the above proof is the same as Brent & Kung's modular composition algorithm. u, ) . Since (o, -l)(a) = Qq-a = O for all a E Ii, it follows that 1, C F*. It is easily seen that A -1 divides Ad; -1 exactly to the power p", which implies that 1, = Fq if e~= e, and 1, = {O} if e, < e (see Kaltofen & Lobo 1994, 53 , for more details).
These considerations motivate the following recursive algorithm.
The details of how each step is to be implemented are deferred until later.
Algorithm
B The algorithm takes as input a square-free monic polynomial f c Fq [x] of degree n, and produces as output the set of irreducible factors of f.
Step B1 (compute minimum polynomial) Probabilistically compute a polynomial~' c F, [A] that with probability at least 1/2 is (equal to~, the minimum polynomial of the q-th power map a on Fq [x]/(f), and that otherwise divides g5.
Step B2 (evaluate polynomial) If@* (A) =~" -1, then halt, as f is then certified to be irreducible. Step B3 (split) Let a" = (g mod f). Recursively factor hl, h; = gcd(l+h" mod hz, hz) and h2/h; .
Before going into the details of each step, we first calculate a bound on the recursion depth of this algorithm.
Lemma 5 The expected value of the recursion depth of Algorzthm B is 0(~log~n] log r), where r is the number of irreducible factors off.
Proof.
Consider one invocation of the algc,rithm and recall the notation preceding the algorithm. Each factor f, with et = e will be separated from the factors jj with ej < e in Step B3 with probability bounded away from O by a const ant. If f has several factors with e, = e, then each pair of such factors will be separated in
Step 133 with probability bounded away from O by a constant. These statements follow easily from the fact that #* is correctly computed with probability y 1/2, and from the discussion preceding the algorithm.
Using a standard argument (see, for example, Lemma 4.1 in von zur Gathen & Shoup 1992) , at an expected depth of O(log r), all irreducible factors fi with e, = e will be isolated, and the only reducible fact ors remaining will have et < e. It follows that at an expected depth of 0( [logP n] log r), all irreducible factors of f will be isolated. u
Next, we discuss the problem of computing +* in Step B1. Following Wiedemann (1986) , this is done as follows. We choose random a E F~[z]/( f ) and a random F~-linear map u: Fq [z]/( f ) + F~, and compute the minimum polynomial of the linearly generated sequence {CU : a~= U(ai (a)) and iÕ }. Using an asymptotically fast version of the BerlekampMassey algorithm (Massey 1969 , Dornstetter 1987 , given the first 2n terms of the sequence {a, : i~O}, we can determine the minimum polynomial c#a,U G Fq [A] of this sequence using O(nl+ofl) ) operations in F~. In general, q5a,U divides~, but the probability that #a,m = @ (for random a, u) may be less than 1/2, and indeed not even bounded away from O by a constant.
To increase this probability y, we repeat the above procedure some number p(n, q) times, each time choosing a new Q and a new u at random, thus obtaining polynomials #~,,u,~where 1 < i S p(n, q). Then we compute
The value p(n, q) can be chosen as indicated in the next lemma.
Lemma
6 Let p(n, q) be defined as follows. If q > 4n, then p(n, q) = 1. Otherwise,
Then the probability that q$" = cj is at least 1/2. a we can show the existence of an element cro such that~ao = @ As L is subjective, there also must exist a uo such that~&O,.O = cjmO = #. BY switching the riNes of u and Q, as Wiedemann does in the proof of his Proposition 4, we can obtain that the probability that +? divides @m,uO is 1 -l/qJ. Thus, the probability that~d ivides @c is no less.
Therefore, the probability that~~does not divide $~,.
is no less than 1 -(1 -l/q6)2 = 2/q5 -l/q2$. The claim then follows from the inequality 2C6 -C2a < (2c -C2 )$, which holds for all real numbers c with O < c < 1/2 and all integers f. f>l. 'From this claim, one sees that if this procedure is repeated k = p(n, q) times, and we compute @* as the polynomial least common multiple of all of the +Oi ,., 's, then the probability that~~does not divide~" is at most (2/q -l/q')~d'g($J).
Since the factorization of Xq' -x includes each irreducible polynomial of degree 1, the number of irreducible of degree 1 is at most q~/1. Hence summing over all irreducible polynomials dividing~, as well as all those irreducible polynomials not dividing~, we get an upper bound on the probability that +" #~of $ (2/9 -l/q2)k' = -log(l -q(2/q -I/q')').
1~1
The lemma then follows from a simple numerical calculation. u
3.2
A SUBQUADRATIC-TIME IMPLEMENTATION Theorem 4 For any constant @ with O~@~1, Algorithm B can be implemented so as to use an expected number of
operations in F~. In particular, choosing w <2.375477 and minimizing the exponent of n, we get O(nl'880 + nl"sos log q) operations in Fq.
Remark
The first term in (2) is dominated by the second exactly when @ < (w -5)/(2(w -4)), and thus at least when ,8< 3/4.
To prove Theorem 4, we first show that one invocation of Algorithm B, not counting the recursive calls, can be implemented so w to satisfy the bound in Theorem 4. By Lemma 5, multiplying this by O((log n)2 ) gives a bound on the total cost of the algorithm, and thus the theorem will follow.
The cost of Step B3 is O(nl+o(l) log q) operations in F~, and the cost of the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm in
Step B1 1+0(1)) operations in Fq. 
We first claim that these two problems are computationally equivalent, in a very strong sense. Consider the n x k matrix A whose columns consist of the coordinates with respect to the natural power basis 1, z, X2, . . It should be noted that this observation applies to the Wiedemann algorithm in general. For example, in Algorithm 1 in Wiedemann (1986) step 4 and step 6 are computationally equivalent within a constant factor. We remark that the transposition principle is a direct consequence of the so-called reverse mode in automatic differentiation, see Canny et al. (1989) ; for reverse mode see also Ostrowski et al. (1979) , Linnainmaa (1976) , Baur & Strassen (1983) , and Griewank (1991). Thus, to prove our theorem, it will suffice to prove the required bound for just one of these problems. We prove it for the automorphism evaluation problem. Then we have
The algorithm proceeds as follows.
Step AE1 Compute
, for all i with O < i < t, by iterating a repeated squaring algorithm.
Step AE2 Using the values computed in Step AE1, we compute (~j (u))(a) 6 F~[z] for all j with O~j < m. This is done by multiplying an m x tmatrix by a t x n matrix.
Step AE3
We compute x9' mod~, using the method of Algorithm 5.2 in von zur Gathen & Shoup (1992) , which requires the computation of Zq mod~, plus O(log t) modulm polynomial compositions.
Step AE4 We use the values computed in Steps AE2 and AE3 together with a Homer evaluation scheme to get (p(a))(~). This is done iteratively, performing m -1 modular compositions.
Lemma 7 Algorithm AE can be implemented so as to use
Moreover, the algorithm satisfies the conditions of the transposition principle.
Proof.
Step AE1 takes O(n 1+6+.
( 1) log q) operations in Fq.
In
Step AE2, if~> 1/2, we compute O(n l+o/n2(l-P)) multiplications of square matrices of dimension O(nl 'p ); otherwise, if /3~1/2, we perform 0(n2-p /n2@ ) multiplications of square matrices of dimension O(n@ ). In either case, the number of operation in Fg is readily calculated ae O(n(w+l)/z+(s-w)l@-l/zl)
Step AE3 takes 0(n(W+l)/2 + nl+"(l) log q) operations in F~.
Step AE4 takes 0(n(W+l)f2+l-6 ) operations in Fg.
To prove the second assertion in the lemma, one easily checks that all of the values computed by the algorithm are linear in the input variables representing the coefficients of P. u Although the above discussion implies the ewistence of an algorithm for automorphism projection, it is not too difficult to give an explicit algorithm. We describe one here. Let Q be the n x n matrix representing the g-th power map a on Fq [z]/(~), with respect to the natural power basis. The matrix Q is the transpose of Pet r's matrix (see Schwarz 1956 ) computed in the classical Berlekamp algorithm.
We represent the projection map u as a row vector u 'T, and we let d be the column vector consisting of the coordinates of CY. We want to compute the values TQ%~( o<i<k).
Algorithm AP This algorithm takes as inlput a and u as above and computes the quantities (3). The algorithm is parameterized by a constant~, with O s @ S: 1.
Set t = [nDl and m = (k/tl. We rewrite (3) as
Step API Compute the vectors Q2ti, for O < i < t, by iterating a repeated squaring algorithm t-1 times (left multiplication by Q is the same as q-th powering).
Step AP2 Compute Zq' as in Step AE3.
Step AP3 Compute the vectors GTQ'J, for O~j < m, by iteratively computing m -1 "transposed" modular polynomial compositions to carry out the right multiplications by Qt, each of which (by the transposition principle) has the same cost as an ordinary modular composition (with Xq' mod f).
Step AP4
Using the values computed in Steps API and AP3, all of the values in (4) are computed by multiplying an m x n matrix by an n x t matrix.
It is straightforward to check that Lemma 7 also holds for Algorithm AP. We point out that an explicit algorithm for the "transposed" modular composition problem in Step AP3 is given in Shoup (1994b,~4.1 
operations in Fq. In particular, choosing w < 2.375477 and minimizing the exponent of n, we get 0(nls52 + n1763 log q) operations in FQ.
The first term in (6) is dominated by the second exactly when,6 < 2/(5 -w), and thus at least when,8 < 2/3. 
operations. Now, for u = 2.375477 and 6 = 0.29, one routinely checks that for 2/3 <,6<1, the quantity (7) is dominated by either the second or the third term of (6). n-l 4-Y9J) =~C2U(CI*'+J) (o < j < n).
zS3
If the linear map u preserves A" -1 as the minimum linear generator for u(aq' ), where i~O, then the Hankel matrix on the right side of (9) must be non-singular, because otherwise one could find a second linear generator of degree n. Such a u is a by-product of our basis selection method and can be found in a similar way if only a is given. The same is true for the entries U(aqa+' ) in the Hankel matrix, while the left side elements u(~q~) are computed again by automorphism projection.
The Hankel system is finally solved for the c, in O(nl+O(lj) arithmetic steps (Brent et al. 1980) . u
PRACTICAL ALGORITHMS
In this section, we describe how the methods developed in this paper can be used to obtain practical algorithms, without relying on fast matrix multiplication. Consider our Fast Cantor/Zaasenhaus algorithm. A practical variant of Algorithm D, the distinct-degree factorize, runs as follows. In
Step Dl, we set 1 % @?, so m = @as well. We compute .9 mod j via repeated squaring.
We generate both the baby steps and the giant steps (Steps D 1 and D2) by iteratively applying a modular composition algorithm.
Steps D3, D4, and D5 are performed by carrying them out quite literally as they are described, without any "tricks." By using fast algorithms for polynomial multiplication (which are indeed fast in practice), this variant of our distinct-degree factorize uses 0(n25 + nl+"(l) log g) operat ions in Fq and space for O(nl" 5) elements in Fq. Moreover, both of the implied "big-O" constants are reasonably small. Of course, in general, we may have to perform one or more equal-degree factorization as well. The equal-degree factorization algorithm in von zur Gathen & Shoup (1992) 1 can be implemented so as to use O nz log n + nl+O(lJ log q) operations in F~and space for O (nl" ) elements in Fq, where again the implied constants are reasonably small. In Shoup (1994b) , this factoring algorithm is developed in further detail, and an implementation as well as the results of empirical tests are described. That paper concludes that if q is a large prime, then this new algorithm allows much larger polynomials to be factored in a reasonable amount of time and space than was previously possible using other algorithms.
As an example from that paper, a pseudo-random degree 128 polynomial was factored modulo a 128-bit prime on a SUN SPARC-station ELC, which is rated at about 20 MIPS. The running time was under 2 minutes. To put this in some context, for the same polynomial on the same machine, the built-in Maple factorize (based on Cantor/ Zassenhaus) required about 25 hours.
As another example, a pseudorandom degree 1024 polynomial was factored modulo a 1024-bit prime in about 50 hours, using about 11 megabytes of memory.
It is also possible obtain a practical version of the Fast Black Box Berlekamp algorithm using similar techniques, although we have not as yet implemented this. However, the empirical evidence we have suggests that Fast Black Box Berlekamp would be slower than Fast Cantor/ Zassenhaus.
